This cemetery was sometimes referred to as Burk or Burke Cemetery because a chapel of that name was on the west end of the site until the year 2000.

An East section and a West section are both laid out in double width lots. A Chapel Addition of 11 single-width lots was added immediately west of the West section. See diagram to the left.

There were originally two additional east/west roadways laid out in the East section that were later divided into lots and sold. In cemetery records those lots are listed, for example, as “North Roadway Between Lot # 1 & 18,” or “South Roadway Between Lot # 37 & 54.”

For this listing lot numbers 101 - 109 have been assigned to the North roadway lots and numbers 137 - 145 have been assigned to the South roadway lots. See the East Section map.

Graves within each lot are not numbered in cemetery records. There are a few lots with “Site” numbers assigned, but that is not done in a consistent manner. For this listing grave numbers have been assigned as follows:

Grave number 1 is assigned to the grave in the SW corner of each lot. Grave numbers increment from south to north on the west side of the lot, then continue from south to north on the east side of the lot. See sample lots to the right.
Chapel Lots are immediately west of this section.

Lots 1-8 are on the east side of the entrance road, lots 9-11 on the west side.

Roadway 8' wide